
Paint Out Hate

Objective/Scope

Paint Out Hate Sidewalk Piece Fully coordinated by the library, they are providing
all the materials, we just have to show up and do it

This will be one square of the sidewalk about 8 x 4’

With any of us who choose to come together to paint part of the sidewalk from
Ives to Senior Center

Our piece would be

“If the Climate Can Change,

Then So Can We”

Painted with people, plants, and other animals as part of the letters

- how would the SCAC name be incorporated and laid out? painting our name
on the sidewalk

Funding/Resource Needs

Provided by the library

Goal/Results

The Goals of this project are to

● to educate and engage the community on our goals by bringing
awareness to the SCAC

● Get people to appreciate our ability to change in positive way



● Have the Climate Committee partner by contributing to other positive good
within the city

● To leave our mark, literally with our name on sidewalk, thereby bringing
more recognition to the group

● - what does the title 'Paint out Hate' have to do with any of this? mathew
rose of the library when we met immediately recognized that discrimination
was a part of climate challenges and shared appreciation for a contribution
from us, after he received the submission he wrote in further appreciation
that this was one of only 2 submissions that addressed climate change

●

Sebastopol City General Plan

Who

sunali and whomever would appreciate joining , Mathew Rose from the library
will know next week when the date will be set for this

Project Timeline/ for Project

● We will be informed when the library sets a community date to paint
● - how is the outreach and volunteer coordination going to be managed?

who would like to participate in helping on the day announced if they are
available? its one square, one person is enough to get it done! more the
merrier

Funding/Resource Needs

Provided by the library

Process

Show up and paint away


